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Abstract. A macroseismic methodology of seismic risk mi-
crozonation in a low-rise city based on the vulnerability of
residential buildings is proposed and applied to Colima city,
Mexico. The seismic risk microzonation for Colima con-
sists of two elements: the mapping of residential blocks ac-
cording to their vulnerability level and the calculation of an
expert-opinion based damage probability matrix (DPM) for
a given level of earthquake intensity and a given type of res-
idential block. A speciﬁed exposure time to the seismic risk
for this zonation is equal to the interval between two destruc-
tive earthquakes. The damage probability matrices were cal-
culated for three types of urban buildings and ﬁve types of
residential blocks in Colima. It was shown that only 9%
of 1409 residential blocks are able to resist to the Modify
Mercalli (MM) intensity VII and VIII earthquakes without
signiﬁcant damage. The proposed DPM-2007 is in good
accordance with the experimental damage curves based on
the macroseismic evaluation of 3332 residential buildings in
Colima that was carried out after the 21 January 2003 in-
tensity MM VII earthquake. This methodology and the cal-
culated PDM-2007 curves may be applied also to seismic
risk microzonation for many low-rise cities in Latin Amer-
ica, Asia, and Africa.
1 Introduction
Seismic risk is the probability that social or economic conse-
quences of earthquakes will equal or exceed speciﬁed values
in an area during a speciﬁed exposure time (EERI, 1984).
According to this deﬁnition, an estimation of the probabi-
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lity of certain damage to buildings for different areas of a
city gives us a microzonation of seismic risk in this city for
the period between two destructive earthquakes. Low-rise
cities, with one- or two-story urban buildings, and with a
population up to 200000–500000people are characteristic
for many Latin American states. In many cases, they are sit-
uated in the regions of high seismic risk. The problem of
their seismic risk microzonation is the actual. At the same
time, the high cost of multi-disciplinary seismic microzona-
tion work means that it cannot be carried out in the majority
of them. We propose a macroseismic methodology of seis-
mic risk microzonation based on the vulnerability of urban
buildings. This methodology was ﬁrstly proposed and ap-
plied in 1999 to predict the probable damage to the houses
in a zone of study representing about 20% of the total terri-
tory of Colima city, M´ exico (Zobin and Ventura-Ram´ ırez,
1999). The 2003 Mw 7.5 earthquake (Zobin and Pizano-
Silva, 2007), occurring at a distance of about 70km from the
city, had tested the prediction. A good coincidence was ob-
served between the proposed damage probability matrix and
the observed damage curves (Zobin et al., 2006). This pa-
per presents the development of the 1999 methodology and
its application to the seismic risk microzonation of the total
territory of Colima city.
2 Seismo-tectonic position of Colima city
Colima city (hereafter Colima), the capital of Colima state,
is situated within the Paciﬁc coastal zone of Mexico at a dis-
tanceofabout60kmfromthecoastline(Fig.1). Itiswithina
region D of the highest seismic risk, according to the map of
seismic zonation of M´ exico (Manual, 1993). The high seis-
mic risk results from the convergence between the oceanic
Rivera and Cocos plates and the continental North American
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Fig. 1. Seismo-tectonic environment of Colima city. Lithospheric
plates are shown (N.A.P., North American Plate; R.P., Rivera Plate;
C.P., Cocos Plate), the Middle American Trench (M.A.T., long-
dashed line), the limits of the El Gordo Graben (E.G.G., short-
dashed line) and the limits of the Colima Rift Zone (C.R.Z., dashed-
dotted line). The stars with date show the epicenters and the date
of the Mw≥7.3 earthquakes that occurred near Colima city dur-
ing the 20th and 21st centuries. The points show the epicenters
of the M≥3.5 earthquakes occurring during last 10years. The
border of Colima state is shown by a grey line. The position of
Colima city is shown by a diamond. The epicenters of the 1932,
1941, and 1973 earthquakes are shown according to Pacheco and
Sykes (1992), the 1995 earthquake according to Zobin and Ventura-
Ram´ ırez (1998) and the 2003 earthquake according to Zobin and
Pizano-Silva (2007).
plates along the Middle American trench. The earthquakes
occurring within the Mexican subduction zone have reached
magnitudes up to 8.5, and have strongly damaged the Colima
houses in 1900, 1932, 1941, and 1973. Another important
factor of danger is a regional across-trench rift system con-
sisting of the continental Colima rift, within which Colima
is situated, and its submarine continuation El Gordo graben
(E.G.G.). The E.G.G. is supposed to be the border between
the Cocos and Rivera oceanic plates (Bandy et al., 1995).
The last destructive Mw 7.5 earthquake occurred on 21 Ja-
nuary 2003 within this structure.
3 Soil properties in Colima
Colima has been built upon a thick (about 800m) sequence
of volcanic deposits, consisting of a mixture of avalanches
and lahar deposits, and reworked volcanic sediments aged
1800 to 2500years. These deposits were produced by the ac-
tivity of andesitic strato-volcanoes forming the Colima Vol-
canic Complex located 32km to the north of Colima (Fig. 1).
The deposits of volcanic debris avalanches consist of an-
desite rubbles with clasts mainly between 5and 20cm diam-
eter, but with some boulders as large as 1m. These deposits
have great thickness and cover about 80% of the total terri-
tory of the city. The volcanic deposits overlay a late Creta-
ceous limestone basement outcropping east and west of the
city (Ch´ avez-Garc´ ıa et al., 2007).
A study of dominant period and maximum ampliﬁcation
by the horizontal-to-vertical spectral ratios (HVSR) and ar-
ray techniques within the city territory (Ch´ avez-Garc´ ıa et al.,
2007) showed that there is little variation of the seismic am-
pliﬁcation level. Ch´ avez-Garc´ ıa et al. (2007) also demon-
strated that the isoperiod map was not correlated with surface
geology. These results indicated that there are no signiﬁcant
site effects within the city territory, since the ground prop-
erties at the sites were sufﬁciently homogeneous. Variation
in seismic risk does not depend upon the differences in soil
properties and the seismic microzonation has to be based on
another factors. The ﬁrst of them is the vulnerability of urban
buildings.
4 Vulnerability of urban buildings in Colima
Vulnerability here refers to the degree of damage that can
be suffered by man-made constructions, and it depends on
the design, the quality of materials, and the building tech-
niquesemployed(Kuroiwa, 2004). Tostudythevulnerability
of Colima residential buildings, we introduce a classiﬁcation
of the buildings according to their level of vulnerability and a
classiﬁcation of the residential blocks that represent the main
unit of the urban infrastructure.
4.1 The types of buildings
The dominant construction types in West M´ exico are one-
or two-story masonry buildings. They can be divided into
three groups according to their design and quality (Zobin and
Ventura-Ram´ ırez, 1998):
Type A (Fig. 2a): good quality, low vulnerability. The
buildings are designed with some lateral resistance to ground
shaking. They are made out of solid masonry units, conﬁned
with reinforced concrete (R.C.) bond-beams and columns at
a distance of 3m and in the corners of the construction. They
have ﬂoor slabs and some R.C. frames.
Type B (Fig. 2b): intermediate quality, intermediate vul-
nerability. The buildings are not designed to resist ground
shaking. They are made with solid masonry units, conﬁned
only in the corners of the construction. There are ﬂoor slabs
without bond-beams and simple lintels.
Type C (Fig. 2c): poor quality, high vulnerability. Old
buildings made out of adobe or cinder block units. They have
not any project. They include no resistant elements. Heavy
roofs are constructed with free supported wooden beams.
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Fig. 2. Examples of three types of buildings: type A (A), type B
(B), and type C (C).
Historically, Colima comprised of C-type adobe houses.
These buildings were systematically destroyed by the large
earthquakes in 1900, 1932, 1941, 1973, and 2003. The con-
struction of masonry buildings of types A and B, mainly be-
ginning after the 1973 earthquake, increased the resistance
of Colima to seismic damage. The 2003 earthquake showed,
that while the central part of the city was signiﬁcantly dam-
aged (more than 1000houses were destroyed or demolished),
the masonry buildings constructed after 1990 demonstrated
Table 1. The seven-grade scale of damages (based on Whitman,
1988).
DI Damage Central Comments
state damage
factor
(%)
1 None 0 No fractures in plaster
2 Slight 0.5 Small, not numerous fractures
in plaster
3 Light 5 Diagonal fractures in plaster
4 Moderate 20 Narrow closed diagonal
cracks in walls
5 Heavy 45 Open diagonal cracks and
spalls in walls
6 Major 80 Partly destroyed construction,
with the intention to demolish
7 Destroyed 100 Total destruction of
the majority of the building
Note. DI is damage index.
better resistance to the earthquake (Zobin et al., 2006). This
was when the ﬁrst building construction code for seismic de-
sign in Colima was introduced by the municipal authorities
(Reglamento, 1990). The 7-grade damage scale (Whitman,
1988; Table 1) was applied in order to analyse the damage
due to the 2003 earthquake. The ﬁrst 3grades of this scale
describe insigniﬁcant damage to buildings and the grades
from 5 to 7 indicate signiﬁcant damage or destruction of
buildings (damage ratio between 60 and 100%).
Figure 3 shows three zones of the characteristic Colima in-
frastructure (Fig. 3a) and the distribution of the 2003 earth-
quake damage to 3332buildings situated within these three
zones (Fig. 3b) according to (Zobin et al., 2006). These three
zones were selected by Zobin and Ventura-Ram´ ırez (1999)
and they differ in age and quality of buildings. The urban
development went from the historical center of the city ﬁlled
with the old adobe buildings (zone I, subzones I-9, I-111,
I-12) through the intermediate age zone II (subzones II-5, II-
7, II-8, II-10) to the modern zone III (subzones III-1, III-2,
III-3, III-4, III-6).
In zone III (Fig. 3b), where the modern A-type buildings
were the majority, 80% of houses suffered insigniﬁcant dam-
age (damage grades 1–3) and only 0.5% was demolished
(damage grade 6). The buildings of zone II, with the major-
ity of B-type houses, were characterized by demolition of 8%
of the constructions (damage grade 6) and 50% of them had
insigniﬁcant damage (damage grades 1–3). In zone I, where
many old C-type adobe buildings were still found together
with modern A- and B-type houses, about 20% of all build-
ings were destroyed or demolished (damage grades 6–7) but
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Fig. 3. Three zones (a) of the characteristic Colima infrastructure
(I, II, III) where the macroseismic study after the 2003 earthquake
(Zobin et al., 2006) was carried out and the distribution of the 2003
earthquake damage to 3332buildings situated within these three
zones (b). Indexes I, II, and III at the curves in (b) correspond to the
damage distribution for three zones.
about 60% of buildings suffered only insigniﬁcant damage
(damage grades 1–3). Therefore, the zonation of the city ac-
cording to the vulnerability of its buildings gives the zonation
of seismic risk for the different zones of the city.
Table 2. Classiﬁcation-2007 of the residential blocks according to
the distribution of the different types of buildings (in %).
Types of blocks Type A (%) Type B (%) Type C (%)
Type 1 70 (77) 30 (23) 0 (0)
Type 2a 15 (7) 70 (86) 15 (7)
Type 2b 0 80 20
Type 3a 15 (6) 60 (36) 25 (58)
Type 3b 0 70 30
Note. In parenthesis, the distributions of the different types of
buildings are shown according to the classiﬁcation-1999 (Zobin and
Ventura-Ram´ ırez, 1999). The effect of the 2003 earthquake destroy-
ing many type-C buildings in the type-3a blocks and type-B build-
ings in the type-2a blocks is clear seen.
4.2 The types of residential blocks
The selection of a building as a unit for a seismic risk assess-
ment is not a practical choice. As it was mentioned in (ATC-
13-1, 2002), it is impossible to use the damage probability
derived for a class of buildings for a single-building analysis.
For a single building, the uncertainty on a damage estimate
can be larger than the uncertainty associated with the distri-
bution of expected damage for a group of similar buildings.
Therefore, a residential block was selected as a convenient
unit for a zonation. Five types of residential blocks (Table 2;
Fig. 4) were deﬁned according to the year of construction
and the distribution of the different types of buildings within
them.
The ﬁve types of residential blocks in Colima were se-
lected as characteristic for the different generations of the
urban constructions. The ﬁrst type is the most modern; it
represents the buildings constructed after 1980 and the ma-
jority of the houses are designed with some lateral resistance
to ground shaking. The second type of residential blocks
was constructed between 1950 and 1980 when practically no
seismo-resistant elements were applied in civil construction.
The third type represented the blocks characterized by the
standard cheap houses constructed during 1970–2000. Their
vulnerability is close to that of the second type of block. The
fourth type of block is the oldest where the traditional con-
structions from adobe still prevailed. The ﬁfth type has no
particular temporal association but is deﬁned by construc-
tion from low-cost materials (not adobe) without any special
project or seismo-resistant elements. The vulnerability of
three of these ﬁve types was discussed by Zobin and Ventura-
Ram´ ırez (1999). They were identiﬁed as zones I–III.
The Type 1 (that is equivalent to zone III in Fig. 3) repre-
sents the blocks with a majority of A-type buildings and no
C-typehouses. Type2a(thatisequivalenttozoneIIinFig.3)
representstheblockswithamajorityofB-typebuildings, and
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a small proportion of the A- and C-type buildings. Type 2b
represents the blocks of the standard low-cost houses con-
structed with the same project. These houses are generally
equivalent to B-type houses. They were partly reconstructed
by their owners to reach A-type or have been badly main-
tained degrading them to C-type. Type 3a (that is equivalent
to zone I in Fig. 3) represents the blocks with a majority of
B-type buildings, a small number of A-type buildings and
a comparatively high number of C-type houses constructed
from adobe without any special project. Type 3b is charac-
terized by a majority of B-type houses, about 30–40% of C-
type houses and the absence of A-type buildings. To estimate
the mean distribution of each type of construction within res-
idential blocks, ten characteristic blocks were selected for
each of them. Calculated mean distributions are shown in
Table 2.
Thedistributionsofthedifferenttypesofbuildingsaccord-
ing to the classiﬁcation-1999 (Zobin and Ventura-Ram´ ırez,
1999) are shown in Table 2 in parenthesis for comparison.
The effect of the 2003 earthquake can be seen: the percent-
age of C-type buildings in the blocks of type 3a signiﬁcantly
decreased as well as the percentage of B-type buildings in the
type-2a blocks (more than 1000houses were completely de-
stroyed or demolished within these type of blocks). This put
the 3a-type blocks very close to the 2a-type blocks in terms
of vulnerability.
5 Methodology of study
Zonation of seismic risk in Colima consists of two stages:
the mapping of zones with the different types of residential
blocks and the calculation of the Damage Probability Matrix
(DPM) for a given level of earthquake intensity and for a
given type of buildings.
5.1 Earthquake damage scales used in this study
Our prediction of seismic risk is probabilistic and is based on
two scales of earthquake effects: we predict a damage grade
for a given level of earthquake intensity. The 7-grade dam-
age scale (Whitman, 1988) is given in Table 1. The earth-
quake intensity deﬁnition is based on the 12-grade Modify
Mercalli (MM) scale (Wood and Neumann, 1931). The de-
scription of the damage to buildings for earthquake intensi-
ties from VII to IX is given in Table 3. There is no exact
equivalence between masonry materials assumed in the MM
scale (4types) and the 3 masonry types in Colima. There-
fore, we slightly modiﬁed the description of damage accord-
ing to our experience in macroseismic studies of Mexican
masonry after the 1995 and 2003 large Mexican earthquakes
(Zobin and Ventura-Ram´ ırez, 1998; Zobin and Pizano-Silva,
2007).
 
 
Fig. 4. Examples of ﬁve types of residential blocks: type 1 (A),
type 2a (B), type 2b (C), type 3a (D), and type 3b (E).
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Table 3. Expected damage to buildings according to the Modify Mercalli intensity scale (extracts from Wood and Neumann, 1931, with
some additions from Richter, 1958; Tiedemann, 1992).
Intensity Description of damage
VII 1. Damage negligible to buildings of good design and construction (equivalent to type A).
2. Slight to moderate in well-built ordinary buildings (equivalent to type B).
3. Considerable in poorly built or badly designed buildings, adobe houses (equivalent to type C), including cracks.
VIII 1. Damage slight to brick structures built especially to withstand earthquakes (equivalent to type A).
2. Considerable in ordinary substantial buildings (equivalent to type B) with a partial collapse.
3. Great in poorly built structures (equivalent to type C).
IX 1. Damage considerable to masonry structures built especially to withstand earthquakes (equivalent to type A).
2. Great in ordinary substantial buildings (equivalent to type B), sometimes with complete collapse.
3. Destruction of poorly built or badly designed buildings, adobe houses (equivalent to type C).
Note. VII-1, 2 (Wood and Neumann, 1931); VII-3 (Wood and Neumann, 1931; Richter, 1958); VIII-1, 2 (Wood and Neumann, 1931); VIII-3
(Tiedemann, 1992); IX-1, 2 (Wood and Neumann, 1931); IX-3 (Richter, 1958).
Table 4. Damage probability matrix DPM-2007 (in %) for three
types of buildings in Colima (intensity MM from VII to IX).
DI Type A Type B Type C
VII VIII IX VII VIII IX VII VIII IX
1 68 46 5 30 15 0 18 8 0
2 24 30 9 17 13 4 12 7 0
3 6 14 17 17 17 5 10 6 4
4 2 5 31 25 15 10 10 11 4
5 0 3 19 7 26 20 29 16 11
6 0 2 13 4 10 35 8 30 21
7 0 0 6 0 4 26 13 21 60
Note. DI is damage index.
5.2 Construction of the Damage Probability Matrix
(DPM) for Colima buildings
DPM represents the expert-opinion motion-damage relation-
ships for different classes of buildings (ATC-13, 1985; ATC-
13-1, 2002) calculated for a set of earthquake intensities. As
it was noted earlier, the ﬁrst version of DPM for Colima
was elaborated in 1999 (Zobin and Ventura-Ram´ ırez, 1999).
To elaborate a new DPM, which would include the experi-
ence of the 2003 earthquake, we invited the participation of
11experts, architects, constructors, and structural scientists,
with the experience in their ﬁelds from 11 to 35years and
who felt the 2003 earthquake in Colima. We prepared for
them descriptions of the damage scale and earthquake inten-
sity MM scale as shown in Tables 2 and 3. They had to give a
probability of the damage grade for the types A, B, and C of
buildings resulting from an earthquake with an intensity of
MM VII, VIII or IX. As a result, we obtained the DPM-2007
consisting of the mean values of the predictions given by this
expert group (Table 4, Fig. 5). Each column in Table 5 sums
up to 100%.
Fig. 5. Curves corresponding to the DPM-2007 for three MM in-
tensities (VII, VIII, and IX) and three types of buildings.
The uncertainty in DPM values is based on the scatter in
the opinions of the experts as to the expected average earth-
quake performance of a group of similar buildings and was
up to 20–30%. Figure 6 demonstrates this scatter in terms
of standard deviations for the DPM calculated for an earth-
quake of intensity VIII. It is seen that for type-A buildings,
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Table 5. Damage probability matrix (in %) for ﬁve types (1, 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b) of residential blocks in Colima (intensity MM from VII to IX).
DI VII VIII IX
1 2a 2b 3a 3b 1 2a 2b 3a 3b 1 2a 2b 3a 3b
1 56 34 27 32 26 37 19 14 18 13 4 1 0 1 0
2 23 18 16 17 16 25 15 12 14 11 8 4 3 4 3
3 9 14 16 14 15 15 15 15 14 14 13 7 5 7 5
4 8 19 22 18 20 8 13 15 13 14 25 12 9 12 8
5 3 9 12 12 14 10 21 24 20 23 19 19 18 17 17
6 1 4 4 4 5 4 12 13 14 16 19 30 32 28 31
7 0 2 3 3 4 1 5 7 7 9 12 27 33 31 36
Note. DI is damage index.
large uncertainties in the expert opinions is observed for low-
damage grades 1 and 2. For type-B buildings, most uncer-
tainties were observed at grade 5; for type-C buildings, at
grade 6. This distribution of the uncertainties shows a ten-
dency: the most problematic prognostic is for the most likely
damage grade for this type of buildings.
Based on the DPM-2007 for three types of buildings, the
probability P of damage for ﬁve types of residential blocks
was calculated in the following way (Zobin and Ventura-
Ram´ ırez, 1999):
P =k(A)p(A)+k(B)p(B)+k(C)p(C) (1)
k(A)=N(A)/N(A+B+C); (2)
k(B)=N(B)/N(A+B+C); (3)
k(C)=N(C)/N(A+B+C). (4)
Here p(A, B, and C) is the probability of damage to the ma-
sonry of type A, B, and C, respectively, taken from Table 4;
N is the number of buildings of different type and k (A, B,
and C) is a weight coefﬁcient for each type of masonry that
formed a typical block (Table 2).
The calculated DPM for ﬁve types of residential blocks
are shown in Table 5 and in Fig. 7. The damage curves
show that the expected damage distributions for the residen-
tial blocks of types 2a, 2b, 3a, and 3b for given intensities are
similar. At the same time, the expected damage distribution
for type 1 blocks is signiﬁcantly different from other blocks
demonstrating a lower level of expected damage. The em-
pirical earthquake damage data based on the macroseismic
evaluation of 3332residential buildings in Colima that was
carried out after the 2003 Mw 7.5 earthquake (Zobin et al.,
2006) allowed a calibration of our curves showing a good
coincidence of the MM VII 2003 earthquake data with the
prognostic of expected damage for this intensity.
Fig.6. CurvescorrespondingtotheDPM-2007(VIIIMMintensity)
for three types of buildings. The mean values (heavy lines) and their
standard deviations (dashed lines) are shown.
5.3 Evaluation of residential blocks
The evaluation of the residential blocks was carried out by
visual inspection. Three types of buildings may be simply
identiﬁed according to a signiﬁcant difference in their im-
age (Fig. 2). Normally, a residential block consists of 10 to
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Fig. 7. Curves corresponding to the DPM-2007 for three MM in-
tensities (VII, VIII, and IX) and ﬁve types of residential blocks.
Table 6. Distribution of the different types of residential blocks
in Colima.
Type of block Number of blocks % of blocks
1 119 9%
2a 597 42%
2b 244 17%
3a 187 13%
3b 262 19%
40buildings of different types. The presence of type-C and
type-A buildings and their approximate percentage within
theblockmaybeestimatedvisually, drivingalongthestreets.
Then the classiﬁcation of the blocks was made according to
their deﬁnition in Table 2. An evaluation of 1466 residential
blocks was carried out. The distribution of the different types
ofblocksisshowninTable6andinthehistogramofFig.8. It
can be seen that the majority (59%) of residential blocks are
of type-2 of intermediate quality; bad quality type-3 blocks
represent 32% of all residential blocks; modern good-quality
type-1 residential blocks form only 9% of the city blocks.
Fig. 8. Distribution of the different types of residential blocks in
Colima.
6 Seismic risk zonation
The mapping of residential blocks and the DPM-2007 calcu-
lated for each type of residential block allowed us to propose
a seismic risk microzonation for Colima.
6.1 Mapping of residential blocks
Figure 9 shows the position of ﬁve types of residential blocks
inColima. Theseresidentialblocksarewellgroupedinspace
allowing their regionalization. Good-quality type-1 blocks
are located mainly in the northern part of the city. Type-2
blocks are distributed widely throughout the whole territory
of Colima. Bad-quality type-3a blocks are situated within
the historical center of Colima and its southern periphery.
Bad-quality type-3b blocks are situated mainly in its eastern
periphery.
6.2 Seismic risk distribution
As can be seen from Fig. 7, the seismic risk for types 2
and 3 residential blocks, representing 91% of all blocks,
is similar. The 2003 earthquake, destroying the majority
of vulnerable buildings, equalized the vulnerability of these
blocks. According to Table 5, an earthquake with inten-
sity MM VII could inﬂict the largest damage to residential
blocks of types 2 and 3 (damage ratio 60–100%) with a pro-
bability of 4–5% and heavy damage (damage ratio 30–60%)
with a probability of 9–14%. An earthquake with intensity
MM VIII could produce destruction (damage ratio 100%)
with a probability of 5–9% and major damage with a pro-
bability of 12–16%. An earthquake with intensity MM IX
could destroy the majority of buildings (the total probability
of major damage and destruction is 57–67%) in these resi-
dential blocks.
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Fig. 9. Zonation of the different types of residential blocks in Colima. The residential blocks are shown by green (type 1), red (type 2a),
violet (type 2b), blue (type 3a) and cyan (type 3b) colors. The white zones show the commercial centers and federal zones.
For good-quality residential blocks of type 1, the probabi-
lity of both heavy and major damage during a MM VII earth-
quake does not exceed 4%. During an earthquake of inten-
sity MM VIII, probability of destructive damage to grades 6
and 7 would not exceed 5%. During an intensity MM IX
earthquake, about a third of the buildings in zone I could be
destroyed.
6.3 Estimation of the exposure time for
the microzonation of seismic risk
The proposed DPM-2007 and the microzonation of residen-
tial blocks are valid during a speciﬁed exposure time. We
estimate the “speciﬁed exposure time” as the period between
two destructive earthquakes. It is expected that the next de-
structive earthquake will change the level of seismic risk in
our area as occurred after the 2003 earthquake. We predict
the level of seismic risk during this next destructive earth-
quake. Of course, we can expect the modiﬁcation of build-
ings’ vulnerability due to new constructions, retroﬁtting, ma-
terial degrading, etc., but experience shows that urban de-
velopment in small cities consists of expansion of the city
area, rather than reconstruction of existing buildings. Only
thenextlargeearthquakemaysigniﬁcantlychangetheinfras-
tructureofthecity. Therefore, weestimatethisexposuretime
as the mean interval between the destructive earthquakes for
Colima. We have the following sequence of the events: 1900,
1932, 1941, 1973, and 2003. The mean interval between
them is equal to about 26years. Therefore, we may consider
our prognostic of seismic risk to be valid for the time interval
up to about 2030.
7 Results and discussion
The seismic risk microzonation for Colima consists of two
stages: mapping of residential blocks according to their
vulnerability level and calculating the expert-opinion based
damage probability matrix (DPM) for a given level of earth-
quake intensity and type of residential blocks. Together, they
giveaprognosticofseismicriskforthetimeintervalbetween
two destructive earthquakes, estimated as about 26years.
This zonation was achieved using a non-instrumental macro-
seismic approach based on the vulnerability of residential
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Fig. 10. Comparison between the DPM-2007 and DPM-1999 (Zobin and Ventura-Ram´ ırez, 1999) curves. (A), for intensity MM VII; (B),
for intensity MM VIII.
buildings. The method is possible because the soils of city
are sufﬁciently homogeneous and as a consequence do not
allow instrumental soil zonation.
The selection of ﬁve types of residential blocks for this
study, based on differences in construction habits during
different stages of urban development, was not optimal.
The 2003 earthquake destroyed more than 1000 vulnerable
buildings and signiﬁcantly equalized the different genera-
tion blocks. Practically, we have now only two types of
residential blocks: the type 1 of low vulnerability and all
other blocks of higher vulnerability. Within the same type
of residential block, the proposed DPM-2007 for three types
of buildings may be useful for the near future.
7.1 Comparison between DPM-2007 and DPM-1999
A new DPM-2007 was proposed in place of the DPM-1999
calculated in 1999 (Zobin and Ventura-Ramirez, 1999). The
DPM-2007 was prepared from opinions of experts who ex-
perienced the 2003 MM VII earthquake in Colima. The
comparison between these two DPM (Fig. 10) shows that
the 2007 experts became more optimistic regarding damage
to type A buildings, signiﬁcantly increasing the probability
of low damage for this group. At the same time, they de-
creased the probability of high damage to type C buildings.
ThecurvesforB-typebuildingsarerelativelysimilarforboth
DPM. The important feature of DPM-2007 is a tendency to
avoid large peaks in the curves of damage. The percentage of
all grades of damage is distributed more or less uniformly for
the curves calculated for B- and C-type constructions. Only
for A-type buildings, the low level of damage is dominant.
7.2 Comparison between DPM-2007, DPM-ATC-13,
and DPM for the buildings of Southern Italy
ATC-13 was developed for use in estimating local, regional,
and national economic impacts from earthquakes in Califor-
nia (ATC-13, 1985; ATC-13-1, 2002). Among other aspects,
ATC-13 included the expert-opinion motion-damage rela-
tionships, presented in the form of a DPM for 40classes of
buildings. Two of these classes of buildings are similar for-
mally to types A and B in Colima. They are: class 9, low-rise
reinforced masonry shear wall buildings without moment-
resisting frame, similar to A-type Colima buildings; and
class 75, low-rise unreinforced masonry, similar to B-type
Colima buildings. Figure 11 compares the damage curves
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Fig. 11. Comparison between the DPM-2007, DMP Italy (Dolce et al., 2003) and the PDM-ATC-13 (ATC-13, 1985) curves proposed for
similar types of buildings. (A), for type A, class C Italy and class 9-ATC-13; (B), for type B, class B Italy and class 75-ATC-13.
proposed by both DPM, for California (ATC-13, 1985) and
for Colima (DPM-2007). They reﬂect a sharp difference
between expected damage to the Californian and Mexican
buildings.
This difference may be conditioned, on one hand, by the
different damage effects produced by the Mexican subduc-
tion earthquakes and the Californian shallow strike-slip fault
earthquakes occurring along the San Andreas Fault. The
Californian curves are characterized by a single sharp peak in
damage distribution attributed to a dominated grade of dam-
agewhiletheColimaPDMcurvesaresmoother. Ontheother
hand, the sharp difference between expected damage to the
Californian and Mexican typologies may be justiﬁed by dif-
ferences between them and, above all, a different homogene-
ity of the buildings groups.
The comparison of DPM-2007 with the DPM constructed
for the buildings of Southern Italy (Dolce et al., 2003) is
shown in Fig. 11. The Italian DPM is constructed for three
vulnerability classes, of high (A), medium (B) and low (C)
vulnerability, mostly relevant to buildings without any seis-
mic provision. We compare the DPM constructed for the
low-vulnerability and medium vulnerability buildings with
our DPM-2007 for the type A and B buildings, respectively,
as we did with the Californian curves. The Italian curves
have no sharp peaks and show more similarity in the behav-
ior of damage curves with DPM-2007 than the Californian
curves.
8 Possible applications of PDM-2007
The preliminary reconnaissance carried out in the low-rise
cities of the Paciﬁc coast areas of M´ exico (Manzanillo,
Mazamitla, P´ atzcuaro, Tecom´ an, Tep´ ıc, Tequila, Tomatit-
lan, Uruapan) and Colombia (Popayan) and Per´ u (Arequipa,
Cuzco) showed that the buildings of these cities are similar
to the three types of Colima buildings. The soils beneath the
cities situated within volcanic zones may be considered suf-
ﬁciently homogeneous. This allows the application of this
non-instrumental, inexpensive but efﬁcient methodology for
the microzonation of seismic risk in these and other cities sit-
uated in similar zones. This methodology and the calculated
DPM-2007 curves may be applied also to the seismic risk
microzonation for many low-rise cities in Asia and Africa.
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